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Huge obstacles in building border wall
Geography, cost, politics
call feasibility of US-Mexico
barrier into question
By SETH ROBBINS
ASSOCIATED PRESS

BROWNSVILLE, Texas — Close
to the southern tip of Texas, a border wall suddenly ends. Its final
post sits in a dry cornfield half a
mile from the nearest bend in the
Rio Grande river, the actual border
with Mexico.

It would be easy to walk around
it. Tires left by the border patrol rest
nearby. Agents drag them behind
trucks to smooth the cracked earth
and check for footprints.
Unlike other famous barriers in
history such as the Berlin Wall or the
Great Wall of China, the U.S. version
is not much of a wall. What stands in
Texas is a fragmented series of fencing, composed of enormous steel
bars embedded in concrete close together. The thick rust-colored bars
that must reach a height of 18 feet
loom over the landscape, forming
toothlike slats that split farmland,

slice through backyards, and sever
parks and nature preserves.
There are miles of gaps between
segments and openings in the fence
itself. As a result of the Secure
Fence Act passed in 2006, the government built some 650 miles of
wall along the 1,954-mile U.S.-Mexico boundary. While 1,254 miles of
that border is in Texas, the state has
only some 100 miles of wall.
Republican presidential candidates insist they’ll finish it. But
completing the Texas part of the
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A cyclist passes a U.S. Customs and Border Patrol agent in
September along the border fence in Hidalgo, Texas.

Number
of visa
violators
unclear

GETTING OUTDOORS » First Day Hikes draw thousands
to state parks around the nation on New Year’s Day

Energizing start to 2016

For decades, US efforts
to build system to track
overstays have stalled
By RON NIXON
NEW YORK TIMES
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HEALTHY START: Bev Leve, second from left, leads a group toward Bald Mountain for a first hike of the new year Friday at Sugarloaf Ridge State Park in Kenwood.
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

H

ikers spent their first 15 minutes in what park volunteer Bev
Leve called first gear, gradually
acclimating to the uphill climb and the
brisk morning air. Their boots crunched
through tiny strands of ice along a muddy patch of the trail.
At the first rest stop, Leve told her
guests that the mild sunshine and the
biting breeze would make their trip to
Bald Mountain in Sugarloaf Ridge State
Park all the more worthwhile. The group
of nearly two dozen hikers likely would
be able to look east to the Sierra, as well
as to high points around the Bay Area.

“It’s going to be a spectacular view,”
she predicted.
The climb through oak glens and past
crumbling rock sentinels was one of
more than a dozen treks that took place
Friday at state parks around the region.
The outings were part of an annual
event called First Day Hikes, which last
year drew nearly 28,000 people to state
parks across the nation.
For Leve, one of three volunteers to
lead the Sugarloaf hike, the event was a
great way to kick off 2016.
“I always think of this as sort of the
best positive gift you can give yourself
on New Year’s Day,” she said.

CELEBRATING
2016: Yannick
Wets wears a
festive New Year’s
headband at
Sugarloaf. First
Day Hikes took
place Friday at
state parks around
the country.

ONLINE
Browse more
photos from the
New Year’s Day
hike at press
democrat.com
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WASHINGTON — The question from the congressman
to the Obama administration
official was straightforward
enough: How many foreign visitors overstay their visas every
year?
The reply was simple too,
but not in a satisfying way. “We
don’t know,” the official said.
The testy exchange during a
recent congressional hearing
between Rep. Mark Meadows,
R-N.C., and Alan Bersin, the assistant
secretary for international affairs
at the Department of Homeland Security,
highlights what
some law enforcement officials call a critiAlan
cal weakness in
Bersin
the U.S. foreign
Homeland
visa program.
Security assistant
The
issue
secretary for
has taken on
international
added urgenaffairs
cy as part of a
broader examination of immigration policy after the mass
shootings in San Bernardino
that left 14 people dead and 22
wounded. Tashfeen Malik, one
of the attackers, was granted entry to the United States under a
K-1 visa, also known as a fiancé
visa. Her husband, Syed Rizwan
Farook, was an American-born
citizen. Both died in a shootout
with the police. While Malik did
not overstay her visa, the attack
added to fears that a terrorist
could exploit gaps in the system.
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HOMELESS IN EAST ASIA

Finding shelter under the golden arches
By JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ
NEW YORK TIMES
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Homeless people sleep at a 24-hour McDonald’s
restaurant in downtown Beijing in November.
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BEIJING — He woke to the cry of
the morning janitor. “Put your shoes
on!” she said. “Put your shoes on!”
She rattled a chair. “This isn’t your
house! Sit up!”
Ding Xinfeng’s eyes blinked open.
Dawn had yet to break, but inside a
24-hour McDonald’s in central Beijing, more than a dozen homeless peo-
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ple had begun their daily routines.
Ding lifted his head, revealing a
mess of food stains and decorative
slogans on the table in front of him.
“Wake up every morning with the
thought that something wonderful is
about to happen,” one read.
Ding could not read the English, but
he said he liked the warmth of this
table, in this corner, in the peace of
McDonald’s, the place he had called
home for several years.

GARDEN STRATEGIES: It may be cold and
rainy outside, but that means it’s the perfect
time to plan for spring planting / D1

Every night across East Asia, in major cities like Beijing, Hong Kong and
Tokyo, an invisible class of people —
shut out of shelter systems, scorned
by their families, down on their luck
— turn to a beacon of Americana for a
warm, dry place to sleep.
By day, the McDonald’s restaurants
host birthday parties and book clubs.
By night, they become sanctuaries
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